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Quizzes 

QUIZ 42  
History & Geography 

1 Which city has the Crucible Theatre? 
2 Name the Scottish gillie Queen Victoria is rumoured to have 

had an affair with? 
3 Be as accurate as you can, where is Adrian’s wall? [Stress the 

‘A’, not ‘H’.] 
4 Which is the only country in the world whose English spelling 

starts with the letter ‘O’? 
Science & Nature  

5 What Building Material Is Composed of Sand, Cement, Stone 
and Water? 

6 When was the idea of the atom first introduced? a) 450 BC, b) 
1050, c) 1791, d) 1942 

7 What does a dog become after 6 years of age? 
8 What is unusual about A Manx cat? 

Language & Literature 
9 For how many years was Sleeping Beauty asleep? 
10 Mirror, Record, Sport, & Star. What word is missing and what 

completes the set? 
11 What letter begins the fewest words in the English language? 
12 Only three words in Standard English begin with the letters 

"dw". They are all common. Name them. [2 marks for 3, 1 
mark for 2, ½ mark for 1] 
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Mathematics 
13 A score of pens is how many pens? 
14 Something add something = something times something. 

Write this using numbers. 
15 What is the number of colours in the Union Jack times the 

total number of legs on a pig, penguin and python? 
16 If 5 dogs kill 5 rats in 5 minutes, how long does it take 15 

dogs to kill 15 rats? 
Sport 

17 Double, treble, & outer can all be found where? What 
completes the set? 

18 What is the name of the victim in 'Cluedo'? 
19 Why was Cinderella such a bad tennis player? 
20 In proper Rugby [lLeague], if a player scores a try, kicks a 

penalty, & drops a goal, how many points will he have scored? 
Music 

21 Who were Cliff Richard's backing group through the 60s? 
22 Who connects these bands: Yardbirds, John Mayall’s 

Bluesbreakers, & Cream? Name another band he/she was in. 
23 The following words are from which song? “I'm kinda wonderin 

if man is gonna be alive, he's taken everything this old earth 
can give.” Extra mark for the artists. 

24 What has eight feet and can sing? 
Art & Entertainment 

25 What connects Sellers, Secombe, & Bentine? Who else was 
there? 

26 From which Musical do the following come from: “Some 
Enchanted Evening”? 

27 Where does Tarzan buy his clothes? 
28 Who painted “The Haywain”? [2 marks for full name] 
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Food & Drink 
29 Which of the following popular American sandwich ingredients 

started life as a processed food for people who had bad teeth 
and were unable to chew: a) spam, b) meat paste, c) peanut 
butter, d) dripping? 

30 What does VSOP on a brandy bottle stand for? 
31 What in Chinese restaurants is sometimes referred to as 

'fragrant meat'? 
32 If there were no food left in London, what could the citizens 

do? 
Word Games 

What word can go in the middle of the two words to form two new 
word pairs 

eg  Blood,     Hood    Ans  Brother 
33 Traffic,     Jar 

34 Chair,     Hole 

35 French,     Shopping 

36 George,     baby 

 

Team Name  
 

And Remember … 
… You have a cough? Go home tonight, eat a whole box of Ex-Lax, tomorrow 

you'll be afraid to cough. 
… Kids in the backseat cause accidents; accidents in the backseat cause kids. 
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Quiz 42 DingBat Pictures 
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QUIZ 42 Answer Sheet 
Team Name  

DingBats 
1  
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7  
8  
9  

History & Geography 
1  
2  
3  
4  

Science & Nature 
5  
6  
7  
8  

Language & Literature 
9  
10  
11  
12  
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Mathematics 
13  
14  
15  
16  

Sport 
17  
18  
19  
20  

Music 
21  
22  
23  
24  

Art & Entertainment 
25  
26  
27  
28  

Food & Drink 
29  
30  
31  
32  

Word Games 
33 Traffic,     Jar  

34 Chair,     Hole  

35 French,     Shopping  

36 George,     baby  
And Remember … 

… You have a cough? Go home tonight, eat a whole box of Ex-Lax, tomorrow you'll be afraid 
to cough. 

… Kids in the backseat cause accidents; accidents in the backseat cause kids. 
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